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In the paper two combinatorial problems for the set F nq of sequences of length n
over the alphabet Fq=[0, 1, ..., q&1] are considered. The maximum size N &q (n, t)
of the set of common subsequences of length n&t and the maximum size N +q (n, t)
of the set of common supersequences of length n+t of two different sequences of
F nq are found for any nonnegative integers n and t. The number N
&
q (n, t)+1
(respectively, N +q (n, t)+1) is equal to the minimum number N of different sub-
sequences of length n&t (supersequences of length n+t) of an unknown sequence
X # F nq which are sufficient for its reconstruction. Simple algorithms to recover
X # F nq from N
&
q (n, t)+1 of its subsequences of length n&t and from N
+
q (n, t)+1
of its supersequences of length n+t are given.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We denote by F nq the set of sequences X=(x1 , ..., xn) over the alphabet
Fq=[0, 1, ..., q&1], q2. We shall also use the multiplicative writing
X=x1 } } } xn considering X as a word of length n over the alphabet Fq . Let
Fq*=n=0 F
n
q be the set of all words over Fq including the empty word of
length 0. For any m, m=0, 1, ..., n, we call Y=(xi1 , ..., xim), where
1i1< } } } <imn, a subsequence of X=(x1 , ..., xn) of length m and call
X a supersequence of Y of length n. One can consider that Y is obtained
from X by deletions of t=n&m letters whose place numbers differ from
i1 , ..., im and that X is obtained from Y by insertions of t=n&m letters
between (and also before and after) the letters of Y. It should be noted that
the same subsequence or supersequence can be obtained many times. For
instance, there are eight possibilities to delete three letters in X=0110110
in order to obtain its subsequence Y=0110. For any X # Fq* and integer t,
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t0, denote by Dt (X ) the set of all different words obtained from X by
deletions of t letters and by It (X ) the set of all different words obtained
from X by insertions of t letters. In other words, if X has length n, then
Dt (X ) is the set of all of its subsequences of length n&t and It (X ) is the
set of all of its supersequences of length n+t. (We shall assume that Dt (X )
is empty if t>n or t<0.)
We deal with problems of reconstruction of an unknown X=(x1 , ..., xn) #
F nq with the help of the minimum number of its different subsequences or
supersequences of a given length. A typical question is whether one can
recover an unknown sequence X # F 73 if one knows 25 of its different
subsequences of length four written as columns of the matrix
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 0
1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2
0 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1
What is a procedure to recover this X if it is possible? In the general form
this gives rise to two combinatorial problems to find, for any n, t, and q,
max
X, Z # Fnq; X{Z
|Dt (X) & Dt (Z )| (1)
(i.e., the maximum number of common subsequences of two different
sequences) and
max
X, Z # Fnq; X{Z
|It (X ) & It (Z )| (2)
(i.e., the maximum number of common supersequences of two different
sequences). It is clear that the number (1) increased by 1 is the minimum
number N such that an arbitrary X=(x1 , ..., xn) # F nq can be reconstructed
if one knows N of its different subsequences of length n&t, and that the
number (2) increased by 1 is the minimum number N such that an
arbitrary X=(x1 , ..., xn) # F nq can be reconstructed if one knows N of its
different supersequences of length n+t.
In the paper we introduce two functions N &q (n, t) and N
+
q (n, t) and
prove that they are equal to (1) and (2), respectively, for all n, t, and q.
Moreover, we describe simple algorithms to recover X # F nq using any
N&q (n, t)+1 different elements of Dt (X ) (if they exist) or any N
+
q (n, t)+1
different elements of It (X ) (we verify that such a number of elements in
It (X ) exist for any X ).
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the known
results on the number of subsequences and supersequences of a sequence
and present main arguments which can be used to prove these results and
new statements as well. In Section 3 we define N &q (n, t), show that N
&
q (n, t)
is a lower bound on (1), and find some properties of this function. In
Section 4 we describe and substantiate an algorithm to recover X # F nq if
one knows N &q (n, t)+1 of its different subsequences of length n&t. This
algorithm implies a proof of the fact that N &q (n, t) is an upper bound on
(1). We illustrate this algorithm by the foregoing example. In Section 5 we
define N +q (n, t) and show that N
+
q (n, t) is equal to (2). In Section 6 we
describe and ground an algorithm to recover X # F nq if one knows
N+q (n, t)+1 of its different supersequences of length n+t. In Section 7 we
discuss likeness and difference between the problems to reconstruct a
sequence from its subsequences or supersequences and investigate their
relation with some known and new combinatorial problems.
These results on reconstruction of sequences from their subsequences or
supersequences are given without proofs in [12, 13] together with solu-
tions to other combinatorial and theoretico-information problems of effec-
tive reconstruction of sequences.
Now we present some definitions and notations which are used below.
Let UF mq and a # Fq . We denote by aU the set of words [aY: Y # U].
For any i=1, 2, ..., m, we denote by Ua, i the subset of all words
Y= y1 } } } ym # U such that yi=a is the first occurrence of the letter a in the
word Y and denote by Ua, i the set of all different words of length m&i
which are obtained from words of Ua, i by deleting the first i letters. For
instance, if U=[0100, 2100, 1120, 1210]/F 43 , then U
1, 2 =[0100, 2100]
and U1, 2=[00]. We shall omit i in Ua, i and Ua, i when i=1. Moreover,
if U=Dt (X) or U=It (X ) we shall write Dat (X) and I
a
t (X ) instead of U
a.
For any Z # F mq , we call the vector
k(Z)=(k0(Z ), k1(Z ), ..., kq&1(Z)),
where ki (Z ) is the number of letters i # Fq in the word Z, the composition
of Z. There exists a unique permutation %=(%0 , %1 , ..., %q&1) of Fq=
[0, 1, ..., q&1] such that
k%0(Z )k%1(Z) } } } k%q&1(Z) (3)
and %i<%j when k%i (Z)=k%j (Z ). This permutation is called the ordering
permutation for Z and vector
l(Z)=(k%0(Z ), k%1(Z), ..., k%q&1(Z)), (4)
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is called the ordered composition of Z. In particular, for the word
Z=0211012 # F 73 , k(Z )=(2, 3, 2) is the composition, %=(1, 0, 2) is the
ordering permutation for Z, and l(Z)=(3, 2, 2) is the ordered composition.
For description of algorithms for reconstruction of sequences we intro-
duce some functions of the threshold type. Let Rh be the set of all real vec-
tors of length h. (In fact, we consider only vectors of Rh whose coordinates
are nonnegative integers, and use h=q for reconstruction from sub-
sequences and h=t+1 for reconstruction from supersequences.) For any
vector {=({0 , {1 , ..., {h&1) # Rh consider the generalized threshold function
f{0 , {1 , ..., {h&1 : R
h  Fh ,
which is defined on all vectors w=(w0 , w1 , .., wh&1) # Rh with
:
h&1
i=0
wi> :
h&1
i=0
{i (5)
and is equal to the minimum number i # Fh such that wi>{i . The numbers
{0 , {1 , ..., {h&1 are called thresholds. This definition is correct, since the
condition (5) guarantees that such a number exists.
We tacitly assume that all numbers under consideration are integers and
:
j
i=l
ai=0, if j<l, and \ni +=0, if i<0 or i>n.
(6)
2. THE NUMBER OF SUBSEQUENCES AND SUPERSEQUENCES
OF A SEQUENCE
In this section we describe some known results on the sets Dt (X ) and
It (X ). We first mention the main properties of these sets for any
X=x1 } } } xn # F nq ,
Dt (X )Dt+1(Y ) for any Y # I1(X ), (7)
Dat (X )=aDt&i+1(xi+1 } } } xn) (8)
if xi=a is the first occurrence of a letter a # Fq in the word X (i.e.,
X # (F nq)
a, i in our notations), and
It (X)=x1It (x2 } } } xn)  .
b # Fq"[x1]
bIt&1(x1 } } } xn). (9)
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If %=(%0 , %1 , ..., %q&1) is a permutation of Fq=[0, 1, ..., q&1] and %(X ) is
the word obtained from X replacing any letter i # Fq by %i # Fq ,
i=0, 1, ..., q&1, then
|Dt (%(X))|=|Dt (X)| and |It (%(X ))|=|It (X )|. (10)
It turns out that the size of Dt (X ) essentially depends on the number
r(X ) of runs, which are maximal intervals of the word X consisting of the
same letters. For instance, r(X )=4 for X=0220111. It is known [9] that
for any X # F nq ,
\r(X )&t+1t +|Dt (X )|\
r(X )+t&1
t + (11)
and, in particular, |D1(X )|=r(X ). The upper bound follows from the fact
that any word of Dt (X ) is uniquely defined by the numbers of letters
deleted in every run. The lower bound is the number of words of Dt (X )
which are obtained by deleting at most one letter in every two successive
runs. This proof is valid for any q2. Since |Dt (X )| depends on X, a
natural problem is to find
Dq(n, t)=max
X # F nq
|Dt (X)|. (12)
It is useful to assume that Dq(n, t)=0 when n<t or t<0. Note that from
(7) and (8) it follows that
Dq(n, t)Dq(n+1, t+1), (13)
and if yi=a is the first occurrence of a letter a # Fq in the word
Y= y1 } } } ym # F mq , then
|Dat (Y)|Dq(m&i, t&i+1). (14)
The problem to find (12) was solved by Calabi [2] (see also [3]) with the
help of the following words of length n with n runs:
An, q=a1 } } } an , where ai=b # Fq if i&1#b (mod q).
For instance, A5, 3=01201. Calabi proved that
Dq(n, t)=|Dt (An, q)| (15)
and found that for any integer m, m=0, 1, ...,
\ :
q&1
j=0
z j+
m
:

i=0
zi= :

h=0
Dq(m+h, h) zh. (16)
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Since Dq(t, t)=1, (16) is equivalent to the equality
Dq(n, t)= :
q&1
i=0
Dq(n&i&1, t&i ) when n>t0. (17)
(This also holds for negative t by our assumption.) Note that from (8) and
(12)(14) it follows that for any X # F nq and t, n>t0,
|Dt (X )|q&1i=0 Dq(n&i&1, t&i ),
with equality for X=An, q (the latter is proved by induction on n+t using
the fact that any suffix Y of length m of An, q coincides with %(Am, q) for a
(cyclic) permutation % of Fq and hence |Dt (Y )|=|Dt (%(Am, q))|=
|Dt (Am, q)| ). This gives a simple proof of (15) and (17). As a special case
we have equality in (14) for any a # Fq and Y=%(Am, q), where % is a per-
mutation of Fq . We shall also use below that for nt,
Dq(n+1, t)=Dq(n, t)+Dq(n, t&1)&Dq(n&q, t&q), (18)
which follows from (17).
Recently Hirschberg [6] reopened the Calabi results and found the
following reccurrence on q, q2, for computing Dq(n, t),
Dq(n, t)= :
t
i=0 \
n&t
i + Dq&1(t, t&i ), (19)
where D1(n, t)=1, if nt0, and D1(n, t)=0, otherwise. In particular,
this gives the known result (see [3])
D2(n, t)= :
t
i=0 \
n&t
i + (20)
and shows that
D3(n, t)= :
t
i=0 \
n&t
i + :
t&i
j=0 \
i
j+ . (21)
Note that (19) may be obtained using in (16) the expansion
\ :
q&1
j=0
z j+
m
= :
m
i=0 \
m
i + z i \ :
q&2
h=0
z j+
i
.
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With the help of (20) Hirschberg [6] also proved that for any X # F nq ,
|Dt (X )| :
t
i=0 \
r(X )&t
i + . (22)
This improves upon the lower bound (11) for t2.
It is interesting that |It (X )| does not depend on X # F nq and
|It (X )|=Iq(n, t) for any X # F nq (23)
where
Iq(n, t)= :
t
i=0 \
n+t
i + (q&1) i. (24)
(We assume that Iq(n, t)=0 for n0 and t<0.) It was published in [10]
for q=2; the extension to the general case is immediate. The fact that
|It (X )| does not depend on X # F nq follows from (9) by induction on n+t,
and (24) can be easily found by calculation of |It (0n)|. Note that from (9)
and (23) it follows that for n1,
Iq(n, t)=Iq(n&1, t)+(q&1) Iq(n, t&1) (25)
and hence
Iq(n, t)= :
t
i=0
Iq(n&1, t&i )(q&1) i (26)
since Iq(n, 0)=1 for any n0.
3. THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF COMMON SUBSEQUENCES
For any n, t, and q, q2, consider the function
N &q (n, t)= :
q&1
i=1
Dq(n&i&1, t&i )+Dq(n&2, t&1) (27)
and note that N &q (n, t)=0 if nt or t0. From (17) it follows that for
nt+1,
N &q (n, t)=Dq(n, t)&Dq(n&1, t)+Dq(n&2, t&1). (28)
Our aim is to prove that for any n and t, n>t0, the maximum number
of common subsequences of length n&t of two different sequences of F nq
equals N &q (n, t). In this section we prove that this number is not smaller
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than N &q (n, t). Moreover, we find some properties of the function N
&
q (n, t)
which are needed to ground an algorithm to recover any X # F nq if one
knows N &q (n, t)+1 of its different subsequences of length n&t. This algo-
rithm will be described in the next section. In particular, its existence
allows us to complete the proof of the statement on the maximum number
of common subsequences.
Lemma 1. For any n, t, and q such that nt+12, q2,
max
X, Z # F nq; X{Z
|Dt (X) & Dt (Z )|N &q (n, t).
Proof. Let X=%(An, q) for a permutation %=(%0 , ..., %q&1) of Fq . Then
X=%0%1 Y where Y is a word of length n&20. All elements of disjoint
sets D%1t&1(%1Y )=%1Dt&1(Y ), D
%2
t&2(Y ), ..., D
%q&1
t&2(Y ), and %0 Dt&1(Y) are
common subsequences of length n&t of X and Z=%1%0Y. The word Y can
be obtained from An&2, q using a permutation of Fq . Therefore, for
m=n&2, a=%j , j=2, ..., q&1, i= j&1, there are equalities in (14), with
t replaced by t&2, and hence
|Dt (X) & Dt (Z )| :
q&2
i=1
Dq(n&2&i, t&1&i )
+2Dq(n&2, t&1)=N &q (n, t),
and the lemma follows. K
It is worth pointing out that in case n=t+12,
N&q (t+1, t)=min(t+1, q)=Dq(t+1, t) (29)
and
max
X, Z # F q
t+1; X{Z
|Dt (X ) & Dt (Z )|=N &q (t+1, t). (30)
This follows from (27), (28), Lemma 1, and the fact that for any X # F t+1q ,
Dt (X )Fq and |Dt (X )|t+1. As a consequence of (29) and (30) for any
X # F nq we have
nt+2 if |Dt (X )|N &q (n, t)+1 and nt+12. (31)
Lemma 2. If nt+2, then
N &q (n, t)= :
q&1
i=0
N &q (n&i&1, t&i ) (32)
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and for any h, 0hq&1,
N &q (n, t)& :
h&1
i=0
N &q (n&i&1, t&i )
 :
q&1
i=h+1
Dq(n&i&1, t&i )+Dq(n&h&2, t&h&1). (33)
Proof. For h=0 equality in (33) holds due to (27). For 1hq using
(27), (28), and (18) we have
N &q (n, t)& :
h&1
i=0
N &q (n&i&1, t&i )
= :
q&1
i=1
Dq(n&i&1, t&i )+Dq(n&2, t&1)
& :
h&1
i=0
Dq(n&i&1, t&i )+ :
h&1
i=0
Dq(n&i&2, t&i )
& :
h&1
i=0
Dq(n&i&3, t&i&1)
= :
q&1
i=h
Dq(n&i&1, t&i )&Dq(n&1, t)+Dq(n&2, t&1)
+Dq(n&2, t)&Dq(n&h&2, t&h)
= :
q&1
i=h
Dq(n&i&1, t&i )&Dq(n&h&2, t&h)+Dq(n&q&2, t&q).
(34)
For h=q this proves (32). For 1hq&1, applying once more (18) for
Dq(n&h&1, t&h) one can verify that (34) is equal to
:
q&1
i=h+1
Dq(n&i&1, t&i )+Dq(n&h&2, t&h&1)
+Dq(n&q&2, t&q)&Dq(n&h&q&2, t&h&q).
According to (13), this completes the proof. K
Corollary 1. For any n, t, and q, nt+12, q2,
N &q (n, t)= :
t&1
i=0 \
n&t&1
i + (Dq&1(t, t&i&1)+Dq&1(t&1, t&i&1)). (35)
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Proof. Using (28) and (19) we get
N &q (n, t)=Dq(n, t)&Dq(n&1, t)+Dq(n&2, t&1)
= :
t
i=1 \
n&t&1
i&1 + Dq&1(t, t&i )
+ :
t&1
i=0 \
n&t&1
i + Dq&1(t&1, t&i&1). K
Note that for ti0,
D1(t, t&i )=1, D2(t, t&i )= :
t&i
j=0 \
i
j+ , Dq&1(t, t&i )(q&1) i,
Therefore, Corollary 1 implies
N &2 (n, t)=2 :
t&1
i=0 \
n&t&1
i + , (36)
N &3 (n, t)= :
t&1
i=0 \
n&t&1
i + :
t&i&1
j=0 \\
i+1
j ++\
i
j++ , (37)
and
N &q (n, t)q :
t&1
i=0 \
n&t&1
i + (q&1) i
with equality for q=2. For small t direct calculations with the help of
Corollary 1 show that
N &q (n, 0)=0, N
&
q (n, 1)=2, N
&
q (n, 2)=2n&3&$q , 2 , (38)
N&q (n, 3)=(n&2)
2&(3n&10) $q, 2&$q , 3 , (39)
where $i, j is the Kronecker symbol.
4. AN ALGORITHM FOR RECONSTRUCTION OF SEQUENCES
FROM THEIR SUBSEQUENCES
In this section we describe and substantiate an algorithm to recover a
sequence X=x1x2 } } } xn # F nq if one knows the length n of X and
N=N &q (n, t)+1 different subsequences Yi # Dt (X ), i=1, 2, ..., N, where
nt+2 and t1. (The number t can be defined as n&m where m is the
length of Yi .) This algorithm consists of some successive steps. At the first
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step we have the set U=[Y1 , ..., YN] which can be considered as a matrix
of size (n&t)_N with columns Yi . Applying a definite generalized
threshold function to the ordered composition of the first row of U we find
x1 (as a letter which occurs more often than others among the first letters
of subsequences Yi) and a certain number j, 0 jt, of the next succes-
sive letters of X which were deleted. Herewith, we indicate a submatrix
U$ of the size (n$&t$)_N$ whose columns are different subsequences
Y $i # Dt$(X$) where X$=x j+2 } } } xn , n$=n& j&1, t$=t& j, and N$=
N&q (n$, t$)+1. If t$=t& j=0, then N
&
q (n$, t$)=0, the matrix U$ consists of
the only column X$, and recovering X=x1 } } } xj+1X$ is completed. In case
t$=t& j1 we have n$t$+2 according to (31), and recovering X # F nq is
reduced to recovering X$ # F n$q with the help of N$=N
&
q (n$, t$ )+1 of its dif-
ferent subsequences of length n$&t$. Since n$<n and n$t$+2 when t$1,
we shall have t$=0 in some steps.
Theorem 1. Given n, t, and q such that nt+2, t1, q2, and
N=N &q (n, t)+1, let words Yi= y1, i y2, i } } } yn&t, i , i=1, ..., N, be different
and U=[Y1 , ..., YN]Dt (X) for some X=x1 } } } xn # F nq . Let also
%=(%0 , ..., %q&1) (40)
be the ordering permutation for the word Z= y1, 1 y1, 2 } } } y1, N # F Nq and l(Z )
be its ordered composition (see (3) and (4)). Then the generalized threshold
function f{0, {1, ..., {q&1 with thresholds
{i=N &q (n&i&1, t&i ), i=0, 1, ..., q&1, (41)
is defined on the vector l(Z ) and if
f{0 , {1, ..., {q&1(l(Z))= j, (42)
then 0 jt and
xi=%i&1 for i=1, ..., j+1. (43)
Moreover,
U%jDt& j (x j+2 } } } xn) (44)
and
|U%j|N &q (n& j&1, t& j )+1. (45)
In case j=t, U%j consists of the unique word x j+2 } } } xn .
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Proof. Let k(Z)=(k0 , ..., kq&1) and l(Z )=(l0 , ..., lq&1) be the composi-
tion and the ordered composition of Z= y1, 1 y1, 2 } } } y1, N # F Nq . By the
definition of the ordering permutation (40), we have li=k%i=|U
%i|,
i=0, ..., q&1, and l0 } } } lq&1 . The function f{0, {1 , ..., {q&1 is defined on
l(Z ), since by (32) and (41),
:
q&1
i=0
l i=N &q (n, t)+1= :
q&1
i=0
{ i+1, (46)
and hence the condition (5) holds. If j # Fq is defined by (42), then
l0 } } } lj1. (47)
This implies that Dt (X ) contains at least j+1 words starting from different
letters and hence jt. Now we prove (43) by induction on i, 1i j+1.
Suppose that xi=%i&1 for all i, 1ih, where 0h j, and prove that
xh+1=%h . (The case h=0 corresponds to a proof of the base of induction.)
According to (47) lh1 and hence X contains the letter %h . Let xm=%h is
the first occurrence of a letter %h # Fq in the word X and hence mh+1.
Our goal is to prove that
lh=|U%h|Dq(n&h&2, t&h&1)+1. (48)
If it will be proved, then for mh+2 we obtain a contradiction, since by
(14) and (13)
lh|D%ht (X)|Dq(n&m, t&m+1)Dq(n&h&2, t&h&1).
To prove (48), we denote by r the number of different letters of the set
Fq "[%0 , ..., %h&1] in the word xh+1 } } } xm&1 (r0) and note that
s=m&h&1&r0 is the number of remaining letters of this word. Taking
into account that l0 } } } lq&1 and using again (14) and (13) we have
:
q&1
i=h+1
lirlh+ :
q&h&r&1
p=1
Dq(n&m& p, t&m& p+1),
rlh :
r&1
p=0
Dq(n&m+ p, t&m+ p+1),
and hence
:
q&1
i=h+1
l i :
q&1+s
i=h+1+s
Dq(n&i&1, t&i ) :
q&1
i=h+1
Dq(n&i&1, t&i ). (49)
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By the definition of the function f{0, {1, ..., {q&1 with the thresholds (42) and
the inductive assumption, we have
:
h&1
i=0
l i :
h&1
i=0
N &q (n&i&1, t&i ). (50)
Using (46), (49), (50), and Lemma 2 we get
lh&1=N &q (n, t)& :
h&1
i=0
li& :
q&1
i=h+1
lhDq(n&h&2, t&h&1)
and complete the proof of (43). From the definition of U%j, (8), and (43)
it follows (44). By the definition of the generalized threshold function, (42)
implies
lj=|U%j|=|U%j|{j+1,
and hence (45) holds. In case j=t, (44) and (45) imply that U%j consists of
the unique word xj+2 } } } xn since |D0(Y )|=1 for any Y # Fq*. K
Theorem 1 substantiates the following algorithm to recover an unknown
X=x1 } } } xn # F nq with the help of a set U=[Y1 , ..., YN]Dt (X) (i.e., a set
of N of its different subsequences of length n&t), where nt+2, t1, and
N=N &q (n, t)+1.
Algorithm for Recovering a Sequence from its Subsequences
v Find the ordering permutation %=(%0 , ..., %q&1) for the word
Z # F Nq , which is formed by the first letters of Yi , i=1, ..., N, and its
ordered composition l(Z ).
v Calculate f{0, {1, ..., {q&1(l(Z )) with thresholds {i=N
&
q (n&i&1, t&i ),
i=0, ..., q&1.
v If f{0, {1, ..., {q&1(l(Z ))= j, recover the first j+1 letters of X by the
formula xi=%i&1 , i=1, ..., j+1.
v If t$= j&t=0, recover the remaining letters of X as a unique
word xj+2 } } } xn of the set U%j and stop.
v If t$=t& j1, repeat this procedure, with n and t replaced by n$
and t$, to recover the word X$=xj+2 } } } xn of length n$=n& j&1 using
N$=N &q (n$, t$)+1 of its subsequences of length n$&t$ of the set U
%j.
Example 1. Let q=3, n=7, t=3. By (39), N &3 (7, 3)=24 and hence 25
subsequences formed by columns of the matrix in Introduction are suf-
ficient to recover an unknown X=x1 } } } x7 # F 73 . For the first row Z # F
25
3
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of this matrix, k0(Z )=8, k1(Z )=4, k2(Z )=13, and hence %=(2, 0, 1) is
the ordering permutation and l(Z )=(13, 8, 4) is the ordered composition.
Since {0=N &3 (6, 3)=15, {1=N
&
3 (5, 2)=7, {2=N
&
3 (4, 1)=2 (see (38)),
we have f{0, {1, {2(l(Z ))=1. Hence x1=2, x2=0, t$=2, n$=5, and the
problem is reduced to reconstruction of x3 } } } x7 # F 53 by N
&
3 (5, 2)+1=8
of its subsequences of the set U%1=U0 which are the columns of the matrix
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 0
2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2
0 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
Now for the first row Z # F 83 of this matrix, k0(Z)=1, k1(Z)=5,
k2(Z )=2, and hence %=(1, 2, 0) and l(Z)=(5, 2, 1). Since {0 =N &3 (4, 2)
=5, {1=N &3 (3, 1)=2, {2=N
&
3 (2, 0)=0, we have f{0, {1, {2(l(Z ))=2. There-
fore, x3=1, x4=2, x5=0. In this case j=t=2 and U %2=U0 defines the
remaining letters x6=2, x7=1. Thus, we finally have X=2012021.
Theorem 2. For any n, t, and q, nt+1, t0, q2,
max
X, Z # F nq ; X{Z
|Dt (X ) & Dt (Z )|=N &q (n, t).
Proof. This statement is trivial when t=0. For n=t+12 this also
holds according to (29) and (30). For nt+2, t1 this follows from
Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, which grounds the algorithm above and shows
a possibility to recover any X # F nq if one knows N
&
q (n, t)+1 of its different
subsequences of length n&t. K
5. THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF COMMON SUPERSEQUENCES
For any n, t, and q, n0, q2, consider the function
N +q (n, t)= :
t&1
i=0 \
n+t
i + (q&1) i (1&(&1)t&i). (51)
(N +q (n, t)=0 if t0 by our assumption (6)). From this definition it
follows that for n1,
N+q (n, t&1)+N
+
q (n&1, t)=2Iq(n, t&1), (52)
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where Iq(n, t) is defined by (24). Using that ( n+ti )=(
n+t&1
i )+(
n+t&1
i&1 ) we
also see that for n1,
N +q (n, t)=N
+
q (n&1, t)+(q&1) N
+
q (n, t&1) (53)
and hence
N +q (n, t)=2Iq(n, t&1)+(q&2) N
+
q (n, t&1). (54)
Since N +q (n, 0)=0, it follows that for any n1,
N +q (n, t)= :
t
i=0
N +q (n&1, t&i )(q&1)
i, (55)
N +q (n, t)=2 :
t
i=1
Iq(n, t&i )(q&2) i&1. (56)
We shall use below that (56) is also valid for n=0.
Theorem 3. For any n, t, and q, n1, t0, q2,
max
X, Z # F nq; X{Z
|It (X ) & It (Z )|=N +q (n, t),
where N +q (n, t) is defined by (51).
Proof. We prove by induction on n+t that for any a, b # Fq and
X, Z # F n&1q such that aX{bZ,
|It (aX ) & It (bZ )|N +q (n, t) (57)
with equality when a{b and Z=X. This is true when n+t=1 and, hence,
n=1, t=0, N +q (1, 0)=0. Assuming that this statement holds when
n+t<m we will prove it for n+t=m. Consider first the case when a{b
and X, Z may be identical. By (9) we have
|It (aX ) & It (bZ )|=(q&2) |It&1(aX ) & It&1(bZ )|
+|It (X ) & It&1(bZ )|+|It (Z ) & It&1(aX )|.
Note that
|It (X ) & It&1(bZ )|Iq(n, t&1)
and |It (Z ) & It&1(aX )|Iq(n, t&1).
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Since It&1(aX)It (X ) for any a # Fq , we have equalities in the both cases
when Z=X. Using (54) we obtain by induction
|It (aX ) & It (bZ )|(q&2) N +q (n, t&1)+2Iq(n, t&1)=N
+
q (n, t)
with equality when Z=X. Let now a=b and X{Z. Then, by (9) and
induction,
|It (aX ) & It (aZ)|=|It (X) & It (Z )|+(q&1) |It&1(aX ) & It&1(aZ )|
N +q (n&1, t)+(q&1) N
+
q (n, t&1)=N
+
q (n, t),
and the proof is complete. K
Note that for q=2, by (54),
N+2 (n, t)=2I2(n, t&1)=2 :
t&1
i=0 \
n+t&1
i + . (58)
Given X=x1 } } } xn # F n2 and b # F2 , b{x1 , we have |I
b
t (X )|I2(n, t&1).
Therefore, with the help of any UIt (X ), |U |=N +2 (n, t)+1, we can
recover x1 as a letter which occurs more often among the first letters of all
words of U (similarly to the case of recovering a sequence from its sub-
sequences). However, we will see that for q3 this is in general not true.
Nevertheless, now we shall show how it is possible to recover the first letter
x1 of an arbitrary X=x1 } } } xn # F nq using the first t+1 letters of any
N+q (n, t)+1 words of It (X ). For any a, b # Fq , a{b, and any set U of
words, denote by Ua, b the subset of U consisting of all words which con-
tain the both a and b and have the following property: the first occurence
of a precedes to that of b.
Lemma 3. Given X=x1 } } } xn # F nq , n1, UIt (X ), |U |=N
+
q (n, t)+1,
we have
:
t+1
i=1
|U x1, i|=|U |=N +q (n, t)+1. (59)
Moreover, if t+1i=1 |U
b, i|=N +q (n, t)+1 for some b # Fq , b{x1 , then
|Ux1, b |> |Ub, x1 |. (60)
Proof. Each word Y # It (X ) is obtained from X in a result of t or less
insertions before the first letter x1 . This implies  t+1i=1 |U
x1, i|= |U | and
gives (59). Note that for any b # Fq , b{x1 , and any i=2, ..., t+1, there
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exist (q&1)i&1&(q&2) i&1 words of length i&1, which contain b and do
not contain x1 . Using (26), (56), (52), and (53) we have
|Ub, x1 | :
t+1
i=2
((q&1) i&1&(q&2) i&1) Iq(n&1, t&i+1)
=(q&1) :
t&1
i=0
Iq(n&1, t&i&1)(q&1) i
&(q&2) :
t
i=1
Iq(n&1, t&i )(q&2) i&1
=(q&1) Iq(n, t&1)& 12 (q&2) N
+
q (n&1, t)=
1
2 N
+
q (n, t).
This completes the proof, because, by the condition of the lemma, Ux1, b and
Ub, x1 form a partition of the set U, |U |=N
+
q (n, t)+1, into two parts. K
It is worth pointing out that in the case of insertions,
|It (X )|N +q (n, t)+1 for any X # F
n
q , n1, t0. (61)
In particular, this follows from the fact that
Iq(n, t)&N +q (n, t)= :
t
i=0 \
n+i&1
i + (q&1) i (q&2)t&i (62)
which can be proved by induction on n+t with the help of (25) and (53).
Note also that (51) for small t implies
N +q (n, 0)=0, N
+
q (n, 1)=2, N
+
q (n, 2)=2(q&1)(n+2), (63)
N +q (n, 3)=2+(q&1)
2 (n+2)(n+3).
6. AN ALGORITHM FOR RECONSTRUCTION OF SEQUENCES
FROM THEIR SUPERSEQUENCES
Now we shall substantiate a simple algorithm to recover an arbitrary
X=x1 } } } xn # F nq , n1, if one knows its length n and N=N
+
q (n, t)+1 dif-
ferent supersequences Yi # It (X ), i=1, 2, ..., N, t1. This algorithm con-
sists of some successive steps. At the first step we have the set
U=[Y1 , ..., YN] which can be considered as a matrix of size (n+t)_N
with columns Yi . For any a # Fq we define a real vector m(a) of length
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t+1. We recover x1 with the help of the vectors m(a) and the first t+1
rows of this matrix. This completes recovering X=x1 } } } xn if n=1. In case
n2 we apply a definite generalized threshold function in t+1 variables to
the vector m(a), where a=x1 , and find a certain number j, 0 jt, of let-
ters which were inserted before x1 or between x1 and x2 . Herewith we
indicate a submatrix U$ of the matrix U which has the size (n$+t$)_N$
and consists of different columns Y $i # It$(X$) where X$=x2 } } } xn ,
n$=n&1, t$=t& j, and N$=N +q (n$, t$)+1. If t$=t& j=0, then
N+q (n$, t$)=0, the matrix U$ consists of the only column X$, and reco-
vering X=x1X$ is completed. In case t$=t& j1 recovering X # F nq is
reduced to recovering X$ # F n$q with the help of N$=N
+
q (n$, t$)+1 of its dif-
ferent supersequences of length n$+t$. Since n$=n&1, t$t , we shall have
n$=1 or t$=0 in some steps.
Theorem 4. Given n, t, and q such that n1, t1, q2, and N=
N+q (n, t)+1, let words Y i , i=1, ..., N, be different and U=[Y1 , ..., YN]
It (X ) for some X=x1 } } } xn # F nq . Let also for any a # Fq ,
m(a)=(m0(a), ..., mt (a)), where mi (a)=|Ua, i+1|. (64)
Then
:
t
i=0
mi (a)= :
t+1
i=1
|Ua, i|=N +q (n, t)+1 (65)
holds for a=x1 and validity of (65) for some a # Fq , a{x1 , implies
|Ux1, a |> |Ua, x1 |. Moreover, in case n2, the generalized threshold function
f{0, {1, ..., {t with thresholds
{i=N +q (n&1, t&i )(q&1)
i, i=0, 1, ..., t, (66)
is defined on the vector m(x1) and if
f{0, {1, ..., {t (m(x1))= j, (67)
then 0 jt and
Ux1, j+1It& j (x2 } } } xn),
|Ux1, j+1|N +q (n&1, t& j )+1.
In case j=t, Ux1, j+1 consists of the unique word x2 } } } xn .
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Proof. The facts that
:
t
i=0
mi (x1)= :
t+1
i=1
|U x1, i|=N +q (n, t)+1 (68)
and that validity of (65) for some a # Fq , a{x1 , implies |Ux1, a |> |Ua, x1 |
were proved in Lemma 3. They allow one to recover x1 with the help of the
first t+1 rows of the matrix U. In case n2 from (68) and (55) it follows
that
:
t
i=0
mi (x1)>N +q (n, t)= :
t
i=0
N +q (n&1, t&i )(q&1)
i= :
t
i=0
{i
and hence f{0, {1, ..., {t with thresholds (66) is defined on the vector m(x1). Let
(67) hold and hence 0 jt. Since |Ux1, j+1|>{j , the set U x1, j+1 contains
N+q (n&1, t& j )(q&1)
j+1 or more different words and hence U x1, j+1
contains N +q (n&1, t& j )+1 or more different words. By the definition of
the set Ux1, j+1 all its elements belong to It& j (x2 } } } xn). If j=t, Ux1, j+1
consists of the only word x2 } } } xn of the set I0(x2 } } } xn). K
Theorem 4 grounds the following algorithm to recover an unknown
X=x1 } } } xn # F nq with the help of a set U=[Y1 , ..., YN]It (X ) (i. e., a set
of N of its different supersequences of length n+t) where n1, t1, and
N=N +q (n, t)+1.
Algorithm for Recovering a Sequence from Its Supersequences.
v Find for any a # Fq the vector m(a)=(m0(a), ..., mt (a)), where
mi (a)=|Ua, i+1|, and the non-empty set F of (permissible as the first one)
letters a # Fq , for which  ti=0 m i (a)=N
+
q (n, t)+1.
v Recover x1 as a unique letter a # F such that |Ua, b |>|Ub, a | for
any b # F"[a] when |F |2, and stop if n=1.
v If n2, calculate the function f{0, {1, ..., {t (m(x1)) with thresholds
{i=N +q (n&1, t&i )(q&1)
i, i=0, 1, ..., t.
v If f{0, {1, ..., {t (m(x1))= j and t$=t& j=0, recover x2 } } } xn as a
unique word of the set Ux1, t+1 and stop.
v If t$=t& j1, repeat this procedure, with n and t replaced by n$
and t$, to recover the word X$=x2 } } } xn of length n$=n&1 with the help
of N$=N +q (n$, t$)+1 of its supersequences of length n$+t$ of the set
Ux1, j+1.
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Example 2. Let q=3, n=3, t=2, and hence N +3 (3, 2)=20 (see (63)).
Recover an unknown X=x1x2x3 # F 33 with the help of the set U from 21
of its supersequences written by columns of the matrix:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2
2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 2
0 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
(69)
We have m(0)=(9, 2, 5), m(1)=(9, 2, 1), m(2)=(3, 14, 4), and hence
F=[2] and x1=2, because 2i=0 m i (a)=21 holds only for a=2. Using
that n>1, {0=16, {1=4, {2=0, we get f16, 4, 0(3, 14, 4)=1. Since j=1 and
t$=t& j=1, we go to reconstruction of X$=x2x3 of length n$=2 with the
help of N +3 (2, 1)+1=3 words of length n$+t$=3 belonging to the set
Ux1, j+1=U2, 2. This set contains 7 different words but we can use any
three from them, for instance, written by columns of the matrix
0 0 1
1 1 0
1 2 1
Now we have m(0)=(2, 1), m(1)=(1, 2), m(2)=(0, 0), and F=[0, 1],
because m0(a)+m1(a)=3 holds for a=0 and a=1. Since |U0, 1 |=2>
|U1, 0 |=1, x2=0. Using that n2, {0=2, {1=0, we get f2, 0(2, 1)=1. In
this case t$=0 and the set U0, 2 consists of the letter x3=1. Thus, x=201.
This example shows (see (69)) that it is in general not possible to define
x1 applying the majority function to the first row of the initial matrix as in
the case of deletions.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results above show that there is a significant difference between the
problems of finding the maximum numbers of common subsequences and
common supersequences of a sequence, which extends to the algorithms of
its reconstruction using the minimum number of elements. This difference
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is eventually caused by the fact that the number |Dt (X )| of subsequences
of length n&t of a sequence X # F nq depends on X (see (11) and (22)) while
the number |It (X )| of supersequences of length n+t does not (see (24)). In
particular, for the maximum number N +q (n, t) of common supersequences
we have the explicit formula (51), but for the maximum number N &q (n, t)
of common subsequences only recurrent formulas (28) and (35) are known
which give simple expressions (36), (37) for small q (similar to the case of
Dq(n, t), see (19)(21)). As far as the algorithms is concerned, the condition
|It (X )|N +q (n, t)+1 is satisfied for all X # F
n
q (see (61)) while the condi-
tion |Dt (X )|N &q (n, t)+1 holds if X has a sufficiently large number of
runs. On the other hand, note that for N &q (n, t) and N
+
q (n, t) the same
recurrences are valid as for Dq(n, t) and Iq(n, t) (cf. (32) and (55) with (17)
and (26)). Moreover, the members of these recurrences are thresholds of
the generalized threshold functions which are used in the both algorithms.
Some statements of the paper can be useful for other combinatorial
problems. In particular, the minimum number n such that Dq(n, n&m)=
qm is the minimum length of a (universal) sequence X # F nq for which
Dn&m(X )=F mq , and for any m and n, nm>0, there does not exist a
(universal) sequence X # F mq for which In&m(X )=F
n
q . Note also that the
inequality Iq(m, n&m)N or n&mi=0 (
n
i )(q&1)
iN is a necessary condi-
tion for a set UF nq , |U |=N, to have a common subsequence of length
m. This gives an upper bound on m and can be used in algorithms to find
a longest common subsequence of a set of sequences (see [5]).
It should be mentioned that the considered problem differs from the
known problem of reconstruction of a sequence X=(x1 , ..., xn) # F nq by
the multiset Mm(X ) of all ( nm) of subsequences Y=(xi1 , ..., xim), where
1i1< } } } <imn (reconstruction by fragments). This problem consists
of finding the minimum number m=mq(n) such that Mm(X ){Mm(Z) for
any different X, Z # F nq and is far from being conclusive (see [7, 8, 14, 15]).
The problems considered belong to the class of metric problems intro-
duced in [12]. Let G be a finite or countable graph with the set V of
vertices and Bt (X ) be the metrical ball (in the path metric) of radius t
centered at X # V. (It is assumed that Bt (X ) is finite if V is countable.)
Fix a set AV (a set of objects) and a set BV (a set of observations).
A problem is to find the minimum number N such that an arbitrary X # A
can be reconstructed with the help of any set UBt (X) & B if |U |N.
One can see that this minimum number N=N(A, B, t) is equal to
max
X, Z # A; X{Z
|Bt (X ) & Bt (Z) & B|
increased by 1. In particular, we can consider the graph with the set V=Fq*
of vertices and the path metric d(X, Z ), which is equal to the minimum
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number of deletions and insertions translating X # Fq* into Z # Fq*. This dis-
tance d(X, Z ), introduced in [9] (see also [11]), can be also defined as the
difference of lengths of a shortest common supersequence and a longest
common subsequence of X and Z. If we set A=F nq and B=F
n&t
q or
B=F n+tq , we get the problems considered. Similar problems were solved in
[12, 13] for some other cases, including the Hamming and Johnson graphs
with V=A=B=F nq . However, this approach gives rise to many new com-
binatorial problems. In particular, let Sq be the set of all q ! permutations
of Fq and let H be a subset of Sq such that h&1 # H if h # H. Denote by GH
the graph with the set V=Sq of vertices, for which X # Sq and Z # Sq are
adjacent if and only if there exists h # H translating X into Z. The problems
of finding the diameter of GH and constructing effective algorithms for
calculation of the path distance d(X, Y) have been investigated as com-
binatorial problems and problems of computational molecular biology (see
survey papers [1, 4]). In this connection it is worth pointing out that for
some graphs GH the problems to find N(Sq , Sq , t) and a simple algorithm
to recover an arbitrary X # Sq using any N(Sq , Sq , t)+1 of elements of
Bt (X ) are also problems of essential interest.
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